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Commitment Details

Commitment Name
Infecciones del Flujo Sanguíneo asociadas a la vía central

What Patient Safety Challenge does your Commitment address?
Challenge 2F - Central Line-associated blood-stream infections (CLABSI)

How Many Hospitals Will This Commitment Represent
1

Commitment Summary
In order to address the problem of Central Line-associated Blood Stream Infections, we need to create an specific program, which would have to be based on a series of steps and strategies that will be detailed on the following provided spaces.

**Commitment Description & Detail**
Our organization will follow a check list created by Dr. Peter Pronovost in 2001, which consists on a 5 step program that helps reduce infections during the insertion of a central line.

**Action Plan**
- Hospital Board will established and commit to the program - Implementing substantiated rules to prevent Central Line-associated Blood Stream Infections, like insertion procedures, maintenance and standardized access. - Physicians and health professionals must: - Take rests - Wash hands regularly with soap - Clean patient’s skin with antiseptic solutions. - Place sheets or lab pads all over the patient’s body. - Wear sterilized face mask, cap, coat and gloves. - Place a sterile cloth or pad on top of where the insertion for the catheter will be. - Develop an educational plan for attendings, residents and nurses in order to cover every area of the prevention, placement and maintenance of central lines. - Promote a continuous improvement in the process by implementing strategies to evaluate the quality processes. - Unified the use of a catheterization equipment that is appropriate to the needs of our Hospital, and implement technical resources that offer a feasibly investment return. - Avoid every blood extraction by central line as possible, this includes patients with long term catheters. - The staff of the area where the infection has taking place, nurses, physicians, infections preventing specialists, amongst others, will collaborate in an interdisciplinary manner in making an analysis to determine the cause of the infection. Every new knowledge acquired through searching for the main cause, will be put to the practice immediately.

**Commitment Timeline**
According to our number there are no cases in our records. So we have fulfilled this commitment

**Impact Details**

---

**Lives Saved**

*Lives Spared Total =
0*

*For reporting purposes, the number has been rounded up to the nearest whole number.*

*Lives Spared Total*

0